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The most demanding defensive position in
the NFL is cornerback. Cornerbacks today
are great athletes with speeds, shuttles, and
vertical jumps at all time highs, but to be a
great cornerback takes more than being a
great athlete. It takes excellent technique and
fundamentals.

Cover One will start with a comprehensive
evaluation of the necessary skills to
determine each player’s strength and
weaknesses. We then develop a safe and
concise plan of action to improve a player’s
physical and mental preparedness, while
also improving each player’s cover skills.

Through study, observation, and
practice, the result is a more
improved and a more confident
player.

Most championship teams have a
great pass defense. Seventy
percent of the time when an
interception occurs and is returned
for a touchdown, that team wins.
The dilemma is obvious.

Let’s face it, we all want to gain a
competitive edge, the Cover One
program is that edge.
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COVER ONE
P.O. Box 91853
Washington, DC 20090

I have more than 30 years in football both
as a cornerback and defensive back
coach. During those years, I have gained
invaluable educational experiences and
techniques from my affiliation with former
NFL All-Pro players and coaches. By
utilizing my multiple skills in the area of
player evaluation and teaching techniques,
I have developed a comprehensive
program that is proven to make a player:

COVER ONE
DB Technique Training

MORE SKILLFUL
MORE SUCCESSFUL
and
MORE CONFIDENT
Cover One offers individual training, group
classes, and semi-private classes.
Specially designed sessions for coaches
are also offered.
For addtional information and references
go to

www.coveroneinc.com

COVER ONE
602-350-7001
202-270-1200
e-mail: coach-o@coveroneinc.com
www.coveroneinc.com

Omar Abdul-Rahim
man to man specialist
602-350-7001
202-270-1200
e-mail: coach-o@coveroneinc.com
www.coveroneinc.com

